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Having never been to Australia, I have changed some of my assumptions about it

by watching Australian national cinema. Although the main characters of LuckyMiles
(2007) are Cambodians, Iraqis, and Indonesians, I am just an outsider to Australian
landscape like they do. In this essay, I will analyze the charm of the Australian
landscape, what it means to Australians, and the impact of Australian political policies
on asylum seekers and immigrants, in light of some of the scenes in the film that have
impressed me, and think about the presence of women in Australian movies.

After reaching a coast in Australia, asylum seekers prepare to find the so-called
bus stop the crew told them about. As they started walking in the desert, the camera
zoomed out to show the white desert looking desolate and wide. The pale blue sky
and the desert are two to one in the frame, making those people walking in there seem
small. As they move from the left to the right of the frame, the camera suddenly
changes direction and turns to face them as they walk towards the camera. But to my
surprise, even though the camera has changed direction, the background of the scene
is still the same as before. Because the horizon was horizontal, the neat, unchanging
background made me feel as if they were walking towards one direction but also not
going anywhere.

To me, this never-ending scene seems to have happened only in a nightmare, and
it feels like a sense of suffocation and powerlessness. Although China also has large
deserts, but growing up in central and eastern China, I have never been to the desert.
But the changing direction of the camera and the consistency of the background make
me feel tired even across the screen. However, the pale blue and desert white against
each other is so beautiful that it strikes me as the color scheme of a painting.

In many other places, for a piece of land to be seen as a landscape, people who
are utilizing it need to feel in control of it. However, for Australians, the idea of the
intractability of its nature has been important for them (Gibson, 1994). As an
Australian, the director takes an Australian perspective that sets the landscape apart
from the rest of the world. That’s how I felt about that scene, as if the asylum seekers
were trapped in a cage of incomparable beauty, so tender in color and so callous in
character.

In addition to this scene, the film features diverse landscapes of Australia’s
outback, including spectacular beaches, endless dry deserts and mountains. The
experience of the asylum seekers made me see the Australian landscape as a role in
interacting with people, letting them know they are invincible, and letting them learn
humility and respect in the face of nature. When the smuggler swam back to shore
from the sea because his ship had sunk, he looked back at the beautiful sea, shook his
head and sighed. The Australian sea seemed to warn him that this was not a place
where people could come and go as they pleased. And when those three asylum
seekers had a quarrel, Ramelan fell off a hillside by accident, they stumbled upon a
pond, as if it were a surprise, a peace offering for them from the Australian landscape.
Just like what Gibson (1994) noted, that the land has been presented in the nation’s



myths as essentially unknowable-yet-lovable. So I think this must be the charm of
Australian landscape that Australian national cinema want to show.

In addition to asylum seekers, there are three reservists in the Australian
landscape. I observed an interesting contrast, as asylum seekers from Cambodia
climbed up into the desert to see the desolation of Australia and immediately turned to
run away and asylum seekers from Iraq have even begun to suspect that this desolate
place may not be Australia at all, the three Australian reservists, on the other hand,
were out in the desert, listening to music and playing rugby. At Outback, asylum
seekers take every step to wonder what this place really is, and think it’s not the
Australia they thought it was. They argue that western democracies are certainly not
like this, at least should it be a city like the capital of Cambodia.

I can relate to their questions along the way. To be honest, before I took this
course, if anyone had asked Australia to me, I would have been picturing Sydney
Opera House, or tropical fish from the Great Barrier Reef. And, for me, the first time I
saw Outback Australia in a movie, I was so confused that I thought maybe some of
the scenes were taken from somewhere else, and even suspected that some of the
grand and desolate landscapes were special effects, so I feel related to their confusion.

Many of their thoughts are comic in the film. I think this comic effect comes not
only from the naive and narrow perspectives of their characters, but also from the
contrast between their identity and that of Australian reservists. The land of Australia
is figured as semi-tamed but essentially untamed, according to Gibson (1994),
subservient to social survival but never allowing people to dominate it. The reservists
contrast with the asylum seekers, the former are already living in a society built on
such unconquerable land, while for the Fresh Off the Boat, they are barely surviving.
Therefore, I suppose, those naive thoughts coming out of the outsiders’ mouths would
sounds funnier to Australians, and they would gain more sense of belonging to the
paradoxical beauty of their own landscapes. Just like what Gibson (1992, cited in
Lloyd, 2014, p. 68) noted, “...aimed ‘to create a cohesive view of national character
through the rendition of Australian landscape as if it were the one thing that all facets
of the society held in common.’ ” So after watching and laughing, Australians may
have a deeper sense of belonging and pride in what they all have in common, the
Australian landscape.

It was towards the end of the film when I realized that I had kind of put myself
on Arun’s role because I found myself wishing that he would make it to Perth and
find his dad. There are a lot of things I can relate to Arun, such as his simplicity and
the fact that he stick to that one goal all the time, which is to go to Perth. Compared
with the shrewd Youssif and the grumbling Ramelan, Arun rarely loses his temper.
Like him, I am not used to taking shortcuts. I will go all the way without complaining,
but, because of that, I can be stubborn and inflexible sometimes. Therefore, every
time he realizes the cruelty of reality and still insists on going to Perth on his own, I
worry about what will happen to him. Another reason why he makes me feel familiar
and close is that his attitude towards foreigners always reminds me of my elders in my
family. For example, when he greets the foreign woman, he politely adds a thank you
and nods to her with a smile. That woman, however, gave a sardonic look after



repeating what Arun had said. Perhaps because China was once a colony, we had a
history of being plundered and later introduced to study Western democracy and
science, just as Arun thinks Western democracies must be prosperous, my parents and
grandparents also have curiosity for the west. They are as polite as Arun and they may
also not realizing others are treating them impolitely, but I don’t want them to be
looked down upon and laughed at. As a result, with mixed feelings towards Arun, I
am very concerned about his outcome and I have two memorable scenes from the end
of the movie.

The first is that when the scene turns to night, only one car comes from a
distance with its lights on in the dark scene. The light processing here makes it
difficult to see what the car looks like and who is sitting in it, it gives me a very
unsettling feeling. When the driver got out of the car, the pitch-black environment
only allowed him to be seen in silhouette, holding a shotgun. The only light hitting the
grass, Arun stood up like a hunted little animal. Arun was under the spotlight, the
driver was in the dark, just like what their characters are, and the audience had no idea
who the man with the gun was, but the film is coming to an end, I suppose Arun must
be nervous and worried about being killed by him.

As for the man who did not fire the gun to kill Arun and instead sent him to the
bus stop, I think this can be analyzed in the context of his identity and Australian
government policy. The plot is based on a true story happened in Australia in 1980s
(Stratton, 2009) , and the film was released in 2007. In the 1980s, when Australia’s
White Australia policy ended, then Prime Minister Bob Hawke’s asylum seeker
policy was relatively lenient. During the John Howard Administration from 1996 to
2007, he was very tough on immigration and asylum seekers (Jupp, 2013) . The
Howard Government once refused permission for a ship called MV Tampa to enter
Australia. And there was 433 rescued refugees on that ship (Sutton, 2011). The story
has something in common with the one in the film in that the people involved are
asylum seekers who come to Australia by boat. Given the political context and policy
changes, I think the result of the film’s “No shooting” echoes the more tolerant
treatment of asylum seekers in the 1980s.

The second scene at the end that impressed me was when Arun came looking for
his father. I’ve been waiting for so long to see this. The view was taken from the
inside of his father’s house, where the door of the house frames the silhouette of Arun.
The silhouette was blurred, as if his identity were unknown to the people in the house.
Arun waits alone until his father walks over and opens the door. At this time, they are
shown together in one frame. I think the point here is that the film implies that Arun’s
father will go through a process from not knowing him to knowing him and accepting
him. I think the last scene is about accepting Arun, and indicates accepting asylum
seekers, accepting people from different ethnic groups. The political environment in
Australia may be less tolerant of these people, especially from the point of view of the
year the film was released, so I think the directors and writers hope that they will have
a lucky, safe journey, even in the face of hardship and danger.

There are very few female characters in the film, not only that, but there are also
some scenes involving women that make me feel uncomfortable. After an argument



between Youssif and Ramelan, for example, Ramelan looked up and saw a poster of a
naked woman hanging on the door. He immediately stood up and took it down. He
stormed out of the door and stood outside admiring the poster so Youssif couldn’t
take it away. He also told Arun that the woman in the poster would be his girlfriend.
The climax of the second half of the film is that Youssif sees a map behind the poster.
Another thing that offended me was when the two smugglers laughing with the idea
of paying women after they had sex.

As far as the plot is concerned, after the poster was taken away, Yousiff used the
map to find out where they were, and he calculated the actual distance to the city they
were going to. Without the poster, he could find his way out. This important turn of
events is a serious objectification of women, because Youssif stands for reason and
the ability to think in that scene, and the poster simply makes women the antithesis of
him and serves as a foil to Youssif. According to Schaffer (1989), fantasy film sees a
female’s image as an object of desire, or the dominating, enigmatic forces of Nature.
The words “Will be my” and “Pay” in their dialogue imply the possession and
purchase of a woman, just like the possession and purchase of an object.

As a woman, I was very offended when I saw this and thought of the female
characters in other Australian films. In Wake in fright (1971) , for example, women
have few roles and don’t play much of a role in the movie’s story line. Janette is a
symbol of desire, and men have sex with her just to vent. Another female character is
the hotel receptionist, who has lesser of a role and is only doing repetitive things like
fan blowing. They’re all objectified to be emotionless machines. In the comedy The
Castle (1997) , Darryl’s wife’s character is more one-dimensional than the film’s only
hero, Darryl, and she only does the same thing every time she shows up. In these
films, much of the story is driven by male characters.

With regard to Lucky Miles, I chose this film in the hope of finding my
representation in an Australian national cinema film. Although none of the film’s
main characters were women, I couldn’t find a role that represented my true identity,
but I did find some unexpected resonance with the Asian characters. I think what’s
unique about this film as Australia’s national cinema, is that it’s almost entirely about
outback Australia but not just one kind of scenery, and it shows a multicultural side.
It’s a comedic portrayal of a very real asylum seeker problem, but I would love to see
a film about a female asylum seeker one day.
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